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The following medical books were given to the University of Arizona Library in 1958 by Hugh H. Smith, M.D., Research Professor of Microbiology and Medical Technology. The collection was transferred to the College of Medicine Library in the summer of 1969. The University of Arizona Library's Department of Special Collections published a selected, carefully annotated list of items from this collection in September 1958, prepared by Miss Phyllis Ball, and this present publication is not intended to supersede that detailed work. Rather it is an unannotated list of books from Dr. Smith's collection which have been added to the College of Medicine Library.

The works date from the 17th to the 20th century and include such classics as a 1625 Celsus De re medica, a 1627 Hippocrates Aphorismi, a 1695 Sydenham Praxis medica experimentalis, and a 1765 Fracastoro Della sifilide. Eighteenth and 19th century works are rich in representation of medical progress in Scotland, England, and America. Twentieth century works show Dr. Smith's continuing interest in both history and public health, and include such items as Welch's Papers and addresses (1920), Blogg's Bibliography of Osler's writings (1921), and Viswanathan's The conquest of malaria in India (1958). Because of their value many of the items are housed in the Library's History Room and may be used there. Some of these books do not circulate at all, and others may circulate only with the Librarian's permission.

The College of Medicine Library is grateful to be the recipient of Dr. Smith's fine collection, which reflects his lifelong interest in the history of medicine, public health, and tropical diseases both as a physician and a bookman. The Library is also grateful for this first significant addition to its collections of materials in the history of medicine.
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INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MEDICAL MUSEUMS. Sir William Osler; memorial number, appreciations and reminiscences. Montreal, Privately issued [Toronto, Murray Printing Co., Ltd.] 1926. WZ 100 082I 1926

INTERNATIONAL contributions to medical literature. "Festschrift" in honor of Abraham Jacobi, M.D., LL.D. to commemorate the seventieth anniversary of his birth, May sixth, 1900. New York, The Knickerbocker Press, 1900. WB 5 I61 1900


JACKSON, James. A memoir of James Jackson, Jr., M.D., with extracts from his letters to his father... Boston, Printed by I. R. Butts, 1835. WZ 100 J13J 1835
JENNER, Edward. An inquiry into the causes and effects of the variolae vaccinae, a disease discovered in some of the western counties of England, particularly Gloucestershire, and known by the name of the cow pox. London, Printed, for the author, by Sampson Low, and sold by Law [etc.] 1798. [Milan, R. Lier, 1923]. WZ 290 J541 1798Fa


KELLY, Howard Atwood. Operative gynecology. New York, D. Appleton, 1898. WP 660 K29o 1898

KELLY, Howard Atwood. Walter Reed and yellow fever. 3d ed. rev. Baltimore, Md., The Norman, Remington Co. [c1923]. WZ 100 R327K 1923

KEYNES, Geoffrey Langdon. A bibliography of the writings of William Harvey, M.D., discoverer of the circulation of the blood; 1628-1928. Cambridge [Eng.] University Press, 1928. WZ 100 H342Kb 1928


LIEUTAUD, Joseph. Historia anatomico-medica, sistens numerosissima cadaverum humanorum extispicia, quibus in apricum venit genuina morborum sedes... Parisiis, Apud Vincent, 1767. WZ 260 L721h 1767

LONSDALE, Henry. A sketch of the life and writings of Robert Knox, the anatomist. London, Macmillan, 1870. WZ 100 K74L 1870


MACILWAIN, George. Memoirs of John Abernethy, F. R. S., with a view of his lectures, writings, and character. London, Hurst and Blackett, 1853. WZ 100 A146M 1853

McKAY, William John Stewart. Lawson Tait, his life and work... London, Baillière, Tindall and Cox, 1922. WZ 100 T135M 1922
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MALGAIGNE, Joseph François. Traité des fractures et des luxations. Paris, chez l'auteur, 1847-55. WE 175 M248t 1847

MARTINE, George. Essays medical and philosophical. London, Printed for A. Millar, 1740. WZ 260 M385e 1740

MUNTING, Abraham. Aloidarium sive aloës mucronato folio americanae majoris, aliarumque ejusdem speciei historia. [Amstelodami] 1680. WZ 250 M971d 1681
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OSLER, Sir William, bart. A concise history of medicine. Baltimore, Medical Standard Book Co. [cl919]. WZ 9 082c 1919


OSLER, Sir William, bart. Thomas Linacre. Cambridge, The University Press, 1908. WZ 100 L7550 1908

PAGET, Stephen. John Hunter, man of science and surgeon (1728-1793). New York, Longmans, Green 1898. WZ 100 H945P 1898

PAGET, Sir James, 1st bart. Memoirs and letters of Sir James Paget. 4th impression. London, New York, Longmans, Green, 1901. WZ 100 P135m 1901

PARIS, John Ayrton. Pharmacologia; comprehending the art of prescribing upon fixed and scientific principles... 5th ed., enl. London, W. Phillips, 1822. QV 55 P232p 1822

PATTISON, John. Tumours: their nature and treatment... London, H. Turner, 1869. QZ 200 P321t 1869

PAYNE, Joseph Frank. Thomas Sydenham. New York, Longmans, Green, 1900. WZ 100 S982P 1900


PERCIVAL, Thomas. Essays medical and experimental... London, Printed for Joseph Johnson, 1773. WZ 260 P429es 1773
PERCIVAL, Thomas. Philosophical, medical, and experimental essays... London, Printed for Joseph Johnson, 1776. WZ 260 P429p 1776

PHARMACOPEIA of the United States of America (The United States pharmacopeia). 1820, 1828, 1850. QV 738 AAl P536

PHILADELPHIA medical and physical journal. v. 1, pt. 1, 1804. WZ 270 P544 1804

PHILIP, Alexander Philips Wilson. An inquiry into the nature of sleep and death... London, Henry Renshaw, 1834. WL 7 P549i 1834


POTT, Percivall. Chirurgical observations relative to the cataract, the polypus of the nose, the cancer of the scrotum, the different kinds of ruptures, and the mortification of the toes and feet. London, Printed by T. J. Carnegy, for L. Hawes, W. Clarke, and R. Collins, 1775. WZ 260 P865c 1775


POWER, Sir D'Arcy. William Harvey. New York, Longmans, Green, 1898. WZ 100 H342Po 1898


RICORD, Philippe. A practical treatise on venereal diseases... Philadelphia, Lea and Blanchard, 1843. WC 140 R541t 1843

RIDENBAUGH, Mary Young. The biography of Ephraim McDowell, M.D., "the father of ovariotomy." New York, Charles L. Webster, 1890 [1887]. WZ 100 M138R 1887


ROBINSON, Alexander C. Report of cases of delirium tremens occurring in the Hospital of the Baltimore Alms House, with observations. Baltimore, Printed by John Murphy, 1840. WM 35 R658r 1840
ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION. INTERNATIONAL HEALTH BOARD. UNICINARIASIS
COMMISSION TO THE ORIENT, 1915-1917. Hookworm and malaria
research in Malaya, Java, and the Fiji Islands; report...

RUSH, Benjamin. An account of the bilious remitting yellow fever,
as it appeared in the City of Philadelphia in the year 1793.
2d ed. Philadelphia, Thomas Dobson, 1794. WZ 270 R952m 1794
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RUSH, Benjamin. Considerations of the injustice and impolicy of
WZ 270 R952c 1792

RUSH, Benjamin. Medical inquiries and observations upon the diseases
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RUSH, Benjamin. Medical inquiries and observations... The 3d ed.,
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RUSH, Benjamin. Medical inquiries and observations... Philadelphia,
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SANTORIO, Santorio. Methodi vitandorum errorum omnium, qui in arte
medica contingunt libri quindecim, quorum principia sunt ab
autioritate medicorum, & philosophorum principum desumpta,
eaque omnia experimentis, & rationibus analyticis comprobata...
Venetiis, Apud Marcum Antonium Brogiolum, 1630.
WZ 250 S23 1630

SCOTT, Henry Harold. A history of tropical medicine, based on the
Fitzpatrick lectures delivered before the Royal College of
Physicians of London, 1937-38. Baltimore, Williams & Wilkins,
1939. WC 11 S426h 1939

SCUDAMORE, Sir Charles. A letter to Dr. Chambers on several important
points relating to the nature and proper treatment of gout.
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SEMMELEWIS, Ignác Fulöp. Gesammelte Werke, hrsg. und zum Theil aus
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1905. WQ 505 S472g 1905

SIMS, James Marion. Clinical notes on uterine surgery. New York,
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SMITH, Emily Anna (Jones). The life and letters of Nathan Smith, M.B., M.D. New Haven, Yale Univ. Press, 1914. WZ 100 S655S 1914

SMITH, Nathan. Medical and surgical memoirs. Baltimore, Printed by William A. Francis, 1831. WB 9 S655m 1831
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STEVENs, William. Dr. Steven's treatise on the cholera... New York, G. & C. & H. Carvill, 1832. WC 262 S846s 1832

STOKES, Sir William. William Stokes, his life and work (1804-1878). New York, Longmans, Green, 1898. WZ 100 S874s 1898


SUDHOFF, Karl. Essays in the history of medicine. New York, Medical Life Press, 1926. WZ 9 S943e 1926

SYDENHAM, Thomas. Praxis medica experimentalis... Lipsiae, Apud J. Thom. Fritsch, 1695. WZ 250 S982p 1695

TAYLOR, James Anderson. History of dentistry... Philadelphia, Lea & Febiger, 1922. WU 11 T414h 1922

THACHER, James. Observations on hydrophobia, produced by the bite of a mad dog, or other rabid animal. Plymouth, Mass., Joseph Avery, 1812. WZ 270 T359o 1812

THAYER, William Sydney. The malarial fevers of Baltimore. Baltimore, Johns Hopkins Press, 1895. WC 750 T373m 1895

THOMPSON, Theophilus. Annals of influenza or epidemic catarrhal fever in Great Britain from 1510 to 1837. London, Printed for the Sydenham Society, 1852. WC 515 T477a 1852


WATERHOUSE, Benjamin. An essay concerning tussis convulsiva, or whooping-cough. Boston, Munroe and Francis, 1822. WC 340 W326e 1822

WEATHERHEAD, George Hume. A practical treatise on the principal diseases of the lungs... Philadelphia, Haswell, Barrington, and Haswell, 1837. WC 220 B762n 1837


WILLAN, Robert. A practical treatise on porrigo, or scalled head, and on impetigo, the humid, or running tetter. London, Printed for E. Cox and Son, 1814. WR 450 W689p 1814

Sir WILLIAM OSLER, Bart. Brief tributes to his personality, influence and public service. Baltimore, Md., The Johns Hopkins Press, 1920. WZ 100 082 1920
